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Back Pillows

Seat Cushions 

 
 
 
 
 

Back Construction 
 

Frames 

Joints 

Springs 

Seat Decks 

Back pillows are filled with premium  
high-resiliency, non-allergenic fiber  
encased in a fabric ticking.

The standard seat cushion is a 1.8 lb.  
commercial-grade, high-density, highly  
resilient foam core encased in a durable  
synthetic wrap. All are environmentally safe  
(CFC Free).

The back construction is made of reinforced 
polypropylene covered by polyurethane foam  
and resilient batting.

The frame is constructed with premium, 
kiln-dried, 7/8” 7-ply laminated hardwood 
reinforced with center support rails.

The joints are held together by tongue and 
groove joinery which is then glued and stapled 
with reinforcing corner blocks.

The springs, which determine how well a seat sits, 
are quality tempered steel sinuous springs 
reinforced with tie wires.

Woven polypropylene decking is covered 
with padding and finished with woven seat  
deck material.

The result is durable comfort, consistent 
support and a quality look that doesn’t 
disappear with use.

Seat cushions do what they were 
designed to do – provide long-lasting 
comfort, excellent support and 
durability that withstands heavy use.

Superior comfort and an added level  
of support are the key benefits of this 
attention to detail.

The result is a solid, durable foundation 
that does not warp or break.

These added steps result in excellent 
structural and joint stability that is able  
to withstand heavy use.

The construction supports long-lasting 
comfort and a seat foundation that
“springs” back as it should.

Careful attention to detail provides 
additional support, and where there is 
support, there is comfort and durability.
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When it comes to upholstery, construction design is as important as visual design. Bernhardt Hospitality has a 
reputation for combining both to produce high quality pieces that are comfortable, durable and beautiful. It all 
begins with what is underneath the fabric. From the fibers concealed in the back pillows to the laminated 
hardwood and support rails in the frames, quality materials, excellent design and unmatched craftsmanship  
are the hallmarks that give Bernhardt Hospitality sofas, loveseats, and chairs their long-lasting value. Here are 
some of the features and benefits you can count on.
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